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In the projectof phylogeneticinference,
the idea of findingconsensus treeshas had
an intuitiveappeal. A single data set may
yield several (often many) trees that are
equally, or almost equally, parsimonious.
The method of strictconsensus instructs
one to findthose hypothesesabout which
all the best trees agree.
In addition, separate analyses of morphological and molecular data sets seem to
provide a context in which consensus
methods might appropriately be used.
When the most parsimonious tree relative
to morphologicaldata differsfromthe most
parsimonious tree constructedfor a molecular data set, it has seemed reasonable
to find the points of consensus. This will
be a less than fullyresolved tree that captures the hypothesesabout which the two
separate trees agree. Indeed, consensus
techniques were originally designed to
handle the problem of different
data sets,
ratherthan the problem of multiple trees
for a singledata set (Adams, 1972; Carpenter, 1988).
In both problems,findingthe consensus
tree has seemed to be a sensible, conservative strategy.By restrictingone's final
hypothesisto the points about which several competing hypotheses agree, one appears to run a reduced risk of being mis3The order of authorship is merely alphabetical.

taken. The method of consensus has been
viewed as a method of safety.
But why should the consensus tree be
constructedfromtrees based on different
data sets? Instead, why not pool the observationsand findthe mostparsimonious
tree for all of the data? Kluge (1983) suggested thatwhen thereare manymolecular
charactersbut few morphologicalones, the
result of pooling may be to "swamp" the
morphological characters.Of course, characters can be pooled and a weighting
scheme imposed (Miyamoto,1985),but the
worryhas been thatthe weightingscheme
cannot be objectively defended (e.g., Hillis, 1987). Consensus methodsseem to possess the virtue of allowing biologists to
avoid apparently unresolvable weighting
problems.
Nonetheless,several commentatorshave
suggested that the procedure is not without itsdifficulties.
First,consensus treesare
oftenhighlyunresolved,whereas formany
purposes one would like a tree with as
much resolutionas possible. Second, ifone
has many molecular characters and few
morphological ones, for example, the
method of consensus appears to imply an
equal weighting of data setsand hence an
unequal weightingofthe constituentcharacters (Cracraftand Mindell, 1989). If the
two data sets count equally, then each molecular character would receive a lower
weight than any morphological one. Here
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the idea is that the consensus procedure pooled data. Then we show thatthis probimplies weightings of its own, and these lem is not limited to parsimonyin particto defend.A thirdproblem ular or phylogeneticinferencein general.
maybe difficult
is that the consensus tree will sometimes We believe that in all inferenceproblems,
require more character-statechanges than the best hypothesisis the one constructed
any of the separate treesrequire;when this in lightofall ofthe data. Philosophers have
oftotalevidence(Caris true, the consensus tree may be a mis- called this theprinciple
leading guide to patternsof characterevo- nap, 1950; Hempel, 1965; Good, 1983; also
lution (Miyamoto, 1985). One of the main see Kluge, 1989).
points here, we believe, is that it may be
CONSENSUS TECHNIQUES
inappropriate to interpret unresolved
branch points as if they representedmulThere is a variety of consensus techtiple simultaneousspeciation events (Mad- niques, including strict(Sokal and Rohlf,
dison, 1989). Finally, Kluge (1989) argued 1981; Page, 1989), Adams (Adams, 1972),
against consensus on the grounds thatthe Nelson (Nelson, 1979; Page, 1989),and machoice among alternativeconsensus meth- jorityrule (Margush and McMorris,1981).
ods (see below) is effectivelyarbitrary.
Of these,the mostcommonlyused is strict
In lightof these pluses and minuses,Hil- consensus, mainly on the grounds that it
lis (1987) recommendedthatclassifications is the most conservative. In contrast,Adbe based on consensus trees,but that the ams treescan contain components thatare
mostparsimonioustreeforthe pooled data notpresentin any ofthe fundamentaltrees.
be used as the best estimate of the true Although this method is thereforeoften
phylogenyand as a guide to studyingchar- avoided, Funk (1985) and Hillis (1987)
acter evolution. This mixed strategyis in- pointed out thatit may be valuable in pintended to give due recognitionto the fact pointing taxa that are responsible for inthatthe treeobtained fromthe pooled data congruence. Bremer (1990) observed that
has "greater information content" and the Nelson consensus methodalso can congreater "global parsimony." Miyamoto tain components that contradictsome of
(1985), while also assuming the safety(or the fundamentaltrees,and (pers. comm.)
stability)affordedby consensus methods, that it assumes that there is a low probarejected their use in both phylogeny re- bility that components will be replicated
constructionand classification.
by chance alone. Majorityrule has someWe disagree with the previously men- times been used, both to find the best estioned commentatorsin the followingway. timate of phylogeny and as a basis for
They assumed thatconsensus treesare con- studying characterevolution (e.g., Jansen
servativebut noted some of the limitations et al., 1991), but we know of no general
that the strategycan engender. We argue justificationforthis approach.
In the case of comparing molecular and
that even this mixed assessment of the
method is too generous. As others have morphological results,the goal is oftento
observed, the consensus tree can be differ- obtain the most resolved tree that is comentfromthe tree forthe combined data by patible with both.This is veryoftenat odds
virtueofbeing less resolved.Whatwe show with strictconsensus, which generates a
is that the consensus tree can positively treethatis least resolved. Hillis (1987) precontradictthe most parsimonious tree ob- sented an example in which he combined
tained fromthe pooled data. The method treesforthe genus Rana,choosing the more
of consensus is nota way to play it safe but resolved solution whereverthe fundameninvolves committing to hypotheses that tal trees were compatible but differedin
resolution. A similar procedure was formay not be sanctioned by (all) the data.
Afterdescribingconsensusmethodswith malized by Bremer (1990) as combinable
morecare,we presentan example in which component consensus ("semistrict" conthe consensus tree differsfrom the most sensus in PAUP, version 3.0; Swofford,
parsimonious tree obtained from the 1990).
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1. The consensus of the treesobtained fromdata sets 1 and 2 is incompatiblewith the treeobtained
fromthe combined data set. See textforfurtherexplanation.
FIGURE

For our purposes, the main point is that
these methods can give differentresults,
but none will produce a result that is less
resolved than, or incompatible with, the
dictatesof strictconsensus. Consequently,
of all the differentmethods,strictconsensus is most likely to yield a result that is
consistentwith the tree produced froma
combined data set. Thus, if we can show
that a tree based on the combined data is
incompatible with a strictconsensus tree,
then,in effect,we will have shown thatall
consensus methods have the same problem. As it happens, in the simple cladistic
example presented below, all consensus
techniques point to the same tree. It follows that all consensus methods can endorse trees that contradict the tree obtained fromthe pooled data.

on the separately analyzed data sets. An
example is shown in Figure 1, wherein
Wagner analyses were carried out using
the branch-and-bound option in PAUP
(version 3.0; Swofford,1990). In the two
fundamentaldata sets,shown in the upper
left,the same four taxa (A-D) are scored
for seven characters.The number in parenthesesabove each column indicates the
number of characterswith that particular
distributionof states.State 0 is assumed to
be ancestral(plesiomorphic)and state1 derived (apomorphic),and in the PAUP analyses treeswere rooted by including a fifth
taxon with the 0 state for each character.
The two fundamentaldata sets are identical exceptforthe last patternin each (i.e.,
the last three characters).In data set 1 the
derived states are shared by C and D,
whereas in data set 2 theyare shared by C
A CLADISTIC EXAMPLE
and B. Not surprisingly,data set 1 yields
It is not terriblydifficultto concoct cir- a treein which C and D are united,wherecumstances in which parsimony analysis as the tree derived fromdata set 2 unites
of a pooled data set yields a tree that is C and B. In both cases the most parsimopositivelyat odds with the consensus based nious tree entails 10 steps, and uniting A
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and C requiresan additional step. The consensus of the two fundamentaltrees(using
any of the methods discussed above) is
shown in the upper rightof Figure 1. Owing to the differencein the position of C,
the B-C-D clade is collapsed to a trichotomy.
When the two data sets are combined
and the resultingmatrixis analyzed under
Wagner parsimony,the tree in the lower
rightof Figure 1 is obtained. This requires
22 steps, whereas alternatives that unite
either C and D or B and C require 1 more
step. Note that the combined tree differs
fromthe consensus tree in several ways.
First,as in the example presented by Miyamoto(1985), the combined resultis more
parsimoniousthan the consensus. As Maddison (1989) pointed out, this comparison
is not easy to make because there are different ways to optimize character-state
changes on trees with polytomies. Nevertheless,any resolution of the B-C-D trichotomyrequires at least 23 steps overall.
And, if the trichotomyis interpretedas
multiple speciation, as Miyamoto (1985)
implicitlyassumed in his example, a minimum of 26 steps is required. Second, and
much moreimportantforour purposes,the
two topologies are positivelyat odds with
one another regardingthe position of taxon C. In fact,the one and only nontrivial
component in the consensus tree (B-C-D)
does not appear in the combined result.
Is this problem likely to arise in real
cases? We have shown that it can occur,
but we have not identifiedthe general circumstancesunder which it is likely. However, the factthatsuch behavior can characterize small and rathersimple data sets
warns that it may also appear in complex
real data. Furthermore,one can imagine
real circumstancesthatwould resultin data
sets like those in the example. For instance,
in one set of data there may be convergence between two of the taxa (say, C and
D evolved a set of traitsrelated to a particular mode of pollination), whereas in a
second set of data one of these two taxa
has converged on a third (say, C and B
evolved a set of nucleotides that enhance
the functionof a particularenzyme,or that
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the rateofsubstitutionwas much increased
in these lines, resultingin homoplasy). In
each of the smaller data sets the characters
thatsupportthe truerelationshipof C with
A (let us assume) are outweighed by convergent characters. However, when the
data are combined there is more support
forthe relationbetween C and A, and this
arrangementwins out because C has converged on two differenttaxa and the homoplasy is thereforedispersed.
Two STATISTICAL EXAMPLES
The example in the previous sectionraises the question ofwhetherthisflawin consensus methods is peculiar to inference
employing the principle of parsimony.Indeed it is not; nor is it restrictedto phylogenetic inferencein general. Consensus
methodscan be definedforextremelygeneral statisticalinferenceproblems employing several data sets. In this section we
show with two simple examples that even
in this realm consensus methods can conflictwith the principle of total evidence.
The firstexample is an urn model,which,
exposes the pervadespite its artificiality,
siveness of the problem. Imagine that the
urn has been filledwith six balls of different colors according to one of four distributions: (1) four white and two red balls,
(2) two red and fourgreen, (3) threewhite
and three green, (4) three green and three
blue. We consider the following two hypotheses:
W: There is at least one white ball in the
urn.
R: There is at least one red ball in the
urn.
Notice that each conjunction of W and R
and theirnegations (-W and -R) uniquely determinesa single distribution.In other words, W&R is true if and only if distribution 1 obtains, and -W&R, W&-R,
and -W&-R correspond to distributions
2, 3, and 4, respectively.We suppose that
our inference problem is to discover
whether W is true and whether R is true.
We gather data by sampling with replacement and apply the method of max-
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TABLE 1.
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Likelihood and consensus: an urn model.
Balls in urn
by color

Jointhypotheses
W&R
-W&R
W&-R
-W&-R

w

r

4

2
2

3

imumlikelihood. Suppose our two data sets
each consistof a single draw fromthe urn:
Dl: A white ball is drawn.
D2: A green ball is drawn.
Based on Dl, the likeliestjoint hypothesis
is W&R. That is, the conditional probabilityPr(D1 /W&R) = Pr(D1 /distribution1) =
2/3 exceeds the conditional probabilityfor
drawingwhite given any ofthe otherthree
joint hypotheses. Based on D2, the likeliest joint hypothesis is -W&R, because
Pr(D2/ -W&R) = 2/3.All thisis summarized
in Table 1.
The data sets disagree on what the true
joint hypothesis is. A consensus method
would search forthe points of agreement.
In this example, both data sets agree that
R is truewhile disagreeing about whether
W is true. So consensus recommends that
we make the "safe" conclusion that R is
true.However, ifwe pool the data (Dl and
D2), the likeliestjoint hypothesisbecomes
W&-R. Indeed, this is the onlyjoint hypothesis compatible with the data! Using
all the evidence thus contradictsthe "safe"
conclusion.
The second example begins with polling
data forpreferencesin a presidential election. Suppose that in four geographic
regions of the country(Northwest,Northeast,Southwest,Southeast),preferencesfor
a presidential candidate B and a vice-presidential candidate Q are ascertained. The
distributionsare shown in Table 2 (we assume thatthose who do not preferB prefer
the opponent, and the same for Q).
Suppose a bus is stopped somewhere and
the riders are quizzed. The problem is to
infer where the people on the bus came
from,assuming thattheyall came fromthe

b

g
4
3
3

Pr(D1 /hyp)

Pr(D2/hyp)

%
0

Y3

0

?/2

?/2
?/2

0

3

same region. The two data sets consist of
a sample of preferencesfrom the people
on the bus. The results are
Dl: 56% preferB to the opponent.
D2: 55% preferQ to the opponent.
From which of the four regions should
we inferthatthe people come? We assume
thatthedata are binomiallydistributedand,
for simplicity,that there are no correlations between presidential and vice-presidential preferences.We do not actually
have to calculate the numerical values of
the likelihoodsof thejointhypothesesNW,
NE, SW, and SE; instead, we can simply
exploit the shape of the binomial distribution to select the hypothesis of maximum likelihood. Based on Dl, we judge
thatNW is correct.Based on D2, we judge
that SW is correct.The consensus conclusion is thatthe people come fromthe West.
But based on the pooled data sets Dl and
D2, SE is the likeliest hypothesis. Once
again, using all the evidence leads to a hypothesis that contradictsthe consensus.
CONCLUDING

REMARKS

It is importantto realize that consensus
methodshave been used to solve quite differentproblems. A correctassessment of
those methods will be impossible, unless
the differentuses of consensus are disentangled. We already have mentioned two:
TABLE 2.

Likelihood and consensus: election preferences.
W

N
S

B: 56%
Q:37%
B: 80%
Q: 55%
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B: 45%

Q: 8%

B: 58%
Q: 51%
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(1) given a singledata set, find the points
of consensus among various trees that are
equally parsimonious,or nearlyso; and (2)
given two or moredata sets that could be
combined,findthe points of consensus between the most parsimonious tree(s) constructedfor each. Our objections to consensus pertain to the second problem, not
to the first.If the consensus tree disagrees
with the best treeinferredfromthe pooled
data, the consensus tree cannot be considered to be the best inference. In this respect,we agree with Kluge (1989) and not
with Carpenter(1988), who suggested that
consensus is appropriatefordifferentdata
sets but not fortreesfroma single data set.
It is worthemphasizing thatthe problem
we have described here cannot arise when
consensus methods are used to findpoints
of agreement among multiple trees from
the same data set (use 1, above). Indeed,
farfromwishing to criticizethe use of consensus methods in this context,we believe
that there is much to be said for them. If
the most parsimonious tree,relative to all
the data, requires 50 changes in character
state and the next most parsimonious tree
requires51, one may wish to take seriously
only those clades endorsed by both trees.
Conservatism has a role to play in such
cases, one that may be well served by the
method of strictconsensus.
Uses 1 and 2 of consensus must,in turn,
be distinguished from several others: (3)
Given that two data sets might disagree
with each other (e.g., organellar and nuclear data), how much do they disagree?
Here the problem is not to infer a single
phylogeny,but to assess how much agreementthereis between two typesof data or
between differentgene trees. (4) How do
the results differwhen differentmethods
of analysis (e.g., phenetic versus cladistic)
are applied to the same data set? (5) How
do the results obtained for differentdata
sets compare when those data sets cannot
in principle be combined (e.g., DNA-DNA
hybridization and discrete characters interpretedby parsimony)?
Our point does not concern uses 3-5 of
consensus methods. Rather,in discussing
uses of type 2, we have shown that the
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consensus tree can contradictthe tree inferredfromthe pooled data; when this is
so, we believe thatthe consensus tree cannot be regarded as the best (or "safest")
inferenceto make fromthe available data.
In this, as in other inferenceproblems, it
is appropriate to abide by a principle of
totalevidence. Our suggestion,then,is that
a "consistency check" be performed on
consensus trees.This simply means checking whether the consensus tree is consistentwith the best treebased on the pooled
data, which in most cases is easily accomplished.
The same general conclusion has been
endorsed by several otherauthors,notably
Miyamoto (1985), Cracraft and Mindell
(1989), Kluge (1989), and Donoghue and
Sanderson (1992). Donoghue et al. (1989)
made a similar argument with regard to
simultaneous analysis of all relevant taxa,
including fossils.However, we believe that
the argument presented here is far more
compelling than previous criticisms.For
example,the factthata consensus treelacks
resolution does not, in itself,impugn that
method as a strategyfor playing it safe.
The same point applies to the use of consensus as a guide to characterevolution;
its implausibilityin this contextdoes not
show that it fails to deliver a safe estimate
of the tree topology.
We brieflydiscussed the question of how
often a consensus tree will disagree with
the tree inferredfromthe pooled data. Althoughwe are not able to provide a precise
answer to this question, our sense is that
the circumstancemay not be rare.We wish
to emphasize, though, that it is foolhardy
to assume withoutproofor withoutchecking thatwhat occursin our simple cladistic
example cannot arise in real data sets.
We suspect that some of the attraction
of consensus methodshas arisen in the following way. Morphological and molecular
charactersare often thought to be "independent" sources of evidence, and the idea
has taken hold that their independence is
best acknowledged by keeping them separate. We believe, however, that the independence of two pieces of data is not a
reason forkeeping themapart.When char-
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actersare combined, it is desirablethatthey
be independent of each other; in this way,
theircollective testimonywill be stronger
than what each says on its own. If independent morphological (or molecular)
charactersare to be combined with each
other,it is hard to see why the "independence" of morphological and molecular
characters is a reason for keeping them
apart.
Many systematistssuspect that when
morphologicaland molecularcharactersare
both available, agreement between these
data sets is more significantthan agreementwithin them.Perhaps morphological
characters are often correlated with one
another and molecular charactersmay be
correlatedwith each other as well. When
thisis true,it is importantthatthe inferred
tree accommodate both charactersets, not
simply one of them or the other. We are
not denying this judgment; rather, our
point concerns how the judgment should
be implemented.IfA and B are highly correlated characters,whereas C evolved independently of A and B, then a tree based
on all the data should be constructedwith
charactersweighted to reflectsuch judgments of correlationand independence.
Systematistsof various persuasions have
been uncomfortable about combining
morphological and molecular data for a
second reason. If the data sets are kept separate,it is no greatstrainon one's credulity
to accord equal weight to the characters
within each data set. But this arrangement
is more difficultto defend if the sets are
combined. Equal weightingacross all characters runs the risk of allowing the signal
presentin one data set to blot out the signal
present in the other. This weighting
scheme seems implausible, but it is hard
to defend any particular scheme that assigns unequal weights.Better,then,to keep
the data sets separate and to constructconsensus trees.
This rationaleis much less attractivethan
it firstappears. We have shown that consensus treesdo notalways play itsafe.What
is more,consensus methods effectivelyinduce a weighting between characters of
differenttypes because they must assume

VOL. 40

some definite relationship between the
separate data sets. If weighting is a problem, so too is any consensus method. In
response to the fear that combining data
sets will allow molecular characters to
swamp morphological characters, it is
worthobserving thatthe sheer number of
charactersof differenttypes is not as importantin determiningtreetopologyas the
distributionof charactersupport and homoplasy (Donoghue and Sanderson, 1992).
The addition of even a small number of
charactersmightchange a topology based
on a much larger data set.
Molecular evolutionistssometimeskeep
molecular and morphological characters
"separate" by ignoring the latteraltogether. Ignoring morphological data would be
justifiedifsuch charactersprovided no evidence whatever about phylogenetic relationships or if such data were uninterpretable. We believe that neither of these
conditions is satisfied.The principle of total evidence requires molecular biologists
to take morphologyinto account or to provide an argument that shows why such
data are devoid of evidential meaning.
Combining heterogeneous data is not a
problem that suddenly arose when morphological and molecular charactersconfrontedeach other.It has been with us all
along. Molecular characterscan differfrom
each other in termsof their lability (e.g.,
differentsites within codons or in transcribedversusnontranscribedregions),and
the same is true of morphological characters. If combining the two differentsorts
of charactersseems to involve an applesand-oranges comparison,the same may be
said of the heterogeneous data sets that
systematistshave always had to consider.
If molecular and morphological characters each provide evidence when taken
separately,then the two typesof evidence
should be pooled and some weighting
scheme defended. It is worthemphasizing
that assigning equal weights involves biological assumptions just as much as assigning unequal weights (Sober, 1988).
mustdefendwhateverscheme
Systematists
theyadopt by presentinga substantiveargument(see, forexample,a defenseofequal
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weightingin Donoghue [1989]). If consensus methods seem to allow us to avoid addressing such difficultissues, this is one
good reason to be against consensus.
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